Implementing NopSec
Uniﬁed VRM
Onboarding with NopSec
Implementing a new cybersecurity tool is no simple task. You’ve made the ﬁnancial decision to
invest into a new platform — which means you need onboarding and adoption to go as smoothly as
possible. We understand how important it is to realize a quick time to value and ensure an effective
and timely onboarding. As your selected partner, we are committed to helping you achieve this.
NopSec’s Implementation Services ensure the onboarding, training, and ongoing usage of your new
Uniﬁed VRM platform are a success. To do this, we dedicate a resource from our team to work with
you throughout implementation and training. Your dedicated representative will work with your
team to deﬁne success criteria and roadmap a timeline to get you off the ground as effectively and
efﬁciently as possible.
This same dedicated point of contact will work with your team throughout each phase of
onboarding to ensure both teams meet the objectives and goals according to the timeline agreed
upon. You can expect the following phases in your onboarding engagement to get you up and
running.

What This Looks Like
Onboarding Phases
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OBJECTIVE:
Grant your users
access to a fully
conﬁgured NopSec
UVRM platform
instance.

OBJECTIVE:
Develop conﬁdence
in the data and
prioritization within
the platform.

OBJECTIVE:
Access your data
within your ITSM
and other tools.

Report
OBJECTIVE:
Deliver reports with
executive metrics on
the effectiveness of
your vulnerability
lifecycle.
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Implementation Project Tracking with NopSec
With you investing in us, we also invest in you during the implementation process to ensure
appropriate effectiveness in onboarding and beyond. Your dedicated point of contact will work with
your team to schedule recurring project meetings, technical sessions, and trainings, as well as work
with you through the implementation plan.
From the initial onboarding phases and into the ﬁnal sign-off as deﬁned and agreed upon by both
parties, your NopSec representative works closely with you to ensure mutual accountability and
responsibility for deliverables included in the implementation plan. This enables both you and us to
stay true to timeline and meet the required implementation objectives and goals, delivering that
faster time to value for you.
This hands-on approach enables us to keep a ﬁnger on the pulse of the effectiveness of the rollout,
training, and subsequent adoption. You’re not only gaining insight from the NopSec Uniﬁed VRM
platform — you’re also gaining a team of experts you can trust to raise hands on any and all
perceived roadblocks and challenges to you reaching success during the implementation.

Sample Implementation Plan
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